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Abstract — Question answering (QA) aims at retrieving precise information from a large collection of documents. Most of the Question Answering systems composed of three main modules: question processing, document processing and answer processing. Question processing module plays an important role in QA systems to reformulate questions. Moreover answer processing module is an emerging topic in QA systems, where these systems are often required to rank and validate candidate answers. These techniques aiming at finding short and precise answers are often based on the semantic relations and co-occurrence keywords.

This paper discussed about a new model for question answering which improved two main modules, question processing and answer processing which both affect on the evaluation of the system operations.

There are two important components which are the bases of the question processing. First component is question classification that specifies types of question and answer. Second one is reformulation which converts the user's question into an understandable question by QA system in a specific domain. The objective of an Answer Validation task is thus to judge the correctness of an answer returned by a QA system, according to the text snippet given to support it. For validating answers we apply candidate answer filtering, candidate answer ranking and also it has a final validation section by user voting.

Also this paper described new architecture of question and answer processing modules with modeling, implementing and evaluating the system. The system differs from most question answering systems in its answer validation model. This module makes it more suitable to find exact answer.

Results show that, from total 50 asked questions, evaluation of the model, show 92% improving the decision of the system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many researches have been done in recent years on QA systems. QA systems have been expanded to answer simple questions correctly; but now researches have been focused on methods for answering complex questions truthfulness. Those methods analyze and parse complex question to multi simple questions and use existing techniques for answering them [1].

Recent researches show that increasing the performance of system is dependent on number of probable answers in documents.

Finding the exact answer is one of the most important problems in QA systems. For this purpose, this designed model uses syntax and semantic relations together, pervious asked questions and dynamic patterns to find exact answer at least timeline.

This model work on aerology domain by forecasting the weather information based on patterns in close domain question answering system. If there is no default proper pattern in database, user can make appropriate patterns referring to English language grammar. Designed QA system just answers the questions in factoid form or one sentence.

The aim of this paper is to design and implement a new model for classification, reformulation and answer validation in a QA system. Used methodology in this system is to find correct answer in 'weather forecasting' domain with NLP techniques, syntax & semantic relation among words, Dynamic pattern and previous information about defined domain.

The main reason behind the necessity of providing the system with an answer validation component concerns the difficulty of picking up from a document the “exact answer”.

Our approach to automatic answer validation relies on discovering relations between a question and the answer candidates by mining the documents or a domain text corpus for their co-occurrence tendency [11].

In this model, first of all, questions are parsed by using semantic and syntax information in the question. Second, answer patterns based on their types are specified. Then the search engine finds candidate answer document and send them to answer processing module to extract correct answers. The system filter candidate answers collection based on co-occurrence patterns and assigns a priority number to the candidate answers. Finally the system ranks the answers and sends to user for final validation in order to extract the exact answer.
Considered patterns in this program are based on English language grammar and tried to include all probable patterns. If no proper pattern find, user can make a new pattern. This paper tries to use syntax, semantic relations and existing information of pervious asked questions by users which were saved in system. Our system modeled in aerology domain but it can easily works in both close and open domain in QA systems. In Section II, we considered QA systems, section III consist of question processing part and section IV present answer processing part. Section V include the architecture of the new model and section VI discussed evaluation. Final section include conclusion of the designed model.

II. QUESTION ANSWERING SYSTEMS (QA)

QA is a type of information retrieval. Given a collection of documents (such as the World Wide Web or a local collection), the system should be able to retrieve answers to questions posed in natural language. QA is regarded as requiring more complex natural language processing (NLP) techniques than other types of information retrieval such as document retrieval, and it is sometimes regarded as the next step beyond search engines. [1][2]

QA research attempts to deal with a wide range of question types including: fact, list, definition, how, why, hypothetical, semantically-constrained and cross-lingual questions. Search collections vary from small local document collections to complied newswire reports to the World Wide Web. QA systems are classified in two main parts [12]: open domain QA system and closed domain QA system.

Open domain question answering deals with questions about nearly everything and can only rely on general ontology [4] and world knowledge. On the other hand, these systems usually have much more data available from which to extract the answer.

Closed-domain question answering deals with questions under a specific domain (for example medicine or weather forecasting and etc) and can be seen as an easier task because NLP systems can exploit domain-specific knowledge frequently formalized in ontology.

Alternatively, open-domain might refer to a situation where unlimited type of questions are accepted, such as questions asking for descriptive [1][2]. Many searches have been done for expanding English language QA systems. Also some other works have been done on Chinese, Arabic, Spanish and … QA systems. [3]

The aim of QA systems is to find exact and correct answer for user's questions. In addition to user interaction, various QA systems contain at least three following parts:

1. Question processing
2. Document processing
3. Answer processing

III. QUESTION PROCESSING

As mentioned before, question, document and answer processing are three main parts of a QA system.

Important components of question processing are classification of question and reformulation.

A. Classification component

For answer extraction in a large collection of documents and texts, at first the system should know what it look for. In this case, questions should be classified regarding their types [4].

Question classification will be done before reformulation. This is for finding types of questions and answers. For this, system first should know type of question. It also helps system to omit the question in final format of answer.

Table No. 1 shows question words, type of questions and answers. Totally questions can be divided as follows:

- Questions with 'WH' question words such as what, where, when, who, whom, which, how, why and etc.
- Questions with 'modal' or 'auxiliary' verbs that their answers are Yes/No.

It is obvious that specifying type of question is not enough to find the correct answer. For example in question 'Who was the first aerologist in USA?' type of answer will be 'a person'. But if a question is asked with 'What', exact type of answer is not specified. Because the answer may be definition, number or title[6].

For correct answer extraction, some patterns should be defined for system to find exact type of answer and then sends to document processing.[4][5]

B. Reformulation component

Question reformulation (also called surface pattern, paraphrase or answer pattern) tries to identify various ways of expressing an answer given a natural language question. This reformulation is often used in Question Answering system to retrieve answers in a large document collection. [7]

The query reformulation component converts the question into a set of keyword queries that will be sent to the search engine for parallel evaluation.

Following items are important in reformulation:
1. Use of syntax relations among words of asked question sentence.
2. Use of semantic relations among words of asked question sentence.
3. Use the existing information of pervious asked questions and answers in which a part or totally is same to user's asked question. In this case, system can use type of pervious answer for new asked question. It causes that the process of finding proper pattern and type of answer become shorter and reduces the necessary time for submitting correct answer.[8][9]
It would be possible if the system has the ability of saving information in 'Usage knowledge' database. If all above options work together at the same time, the flexibility of system will increase. As mentioned before all flexibility of designed system in on 'Usage knowledge' part. This part is same as FAQ1 and also can answer to new asked questions which are not totally same to Previous questions and have some differences in adverbs or verbs.

When a user asks a question, first sentence parses to its syntax components and then its keywords are selected to use in reformulation.

### Table 1 Classification of question and answer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question Classification</th>
<th>Sub classification</th>
<th>Type of Answer</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>When</td>
<td>DATE</td>
<td></td>
<td>When did rain come yesterday?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which</td>
<td>Which-Who</td>
<td>PERSON</td>
<td>Which person did invent the instrument of aerology?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Which-Where</td>
<td>LOCATION</td>
<td>Which city has the min temperature?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Which-When</td>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>Which month has max rain?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why</td>
<td>REASON</td>
<td></td>
<td>Why don't we have enough rain this year?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What</td>
<td>Money / Number Definition /Title</td>
<td></td>
<td>What is the temperature of Tehran?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What – Who</td>
<td>PERSON</td>
<td>What is the best meteorologist in Iran?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What – When</td>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>What year do we have max rain?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What – Where</td>
<td>LOCATION</td>
<td>What is the capital of Iran?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who</td>
<td>PERSON</td>
<td></td>
<td>Who is the first meteorologist in world?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is an important question: 'What are keywords in question sentence?' Keywords are selected in question sentence as follow:

1- All words which are in 'quotations' and "double quotations".
2- All words that are name.
3- All words that are adverb (time, location, status).
4- All words that are main verb or modal verb.
5- All words those are subject.
6- All words that are object.

Next important subject is 'how can use keywords to make answer?'. For this propose, system uses patterns to find correct format of answer. These pattern are made regarding English language grammar.[4]

1) Rules for extract answer patterns. First step to find proper pattern is to find verb in sentence. In defined patterns verbs are totally divided in three parts:

1- Main Verb such as: 'to be' (am, is, are, was, were, been) or 'to have' (have, has, had)
2- Auxiliary verbs (do, does, did)

3- Modal verbs (can, could, shall, should, may, might, …)

Main verbs never delete in answer, but regarding type of answer its location in sentence may change. Sometimes these verbs (am, is, are …) come with another verb in 'ing' form.

But auxiliary verbs will be deleted in answers. It should be noted that 'do' may located in sentence as a main verb that can be find by semantic relations.[9][10]

If question doesn't have WH question word and question is asked with a modal verb or 'to be' then answer is yes/no.

Also if sentence doesn't have any question word (WH question or modal), system asks user that which question word make his question. After that usual process will be done.

### IV. Answer PROCESSING

Answer processing module consist of two main components: answer extraction and answer validation. First, candidate answers extract from documents which are retrieve by search engine in answer extraction module. After that we validate answers with filtering and ranking candidate answers and final system’s suggested answers with user voting.

Our approach to automatic answer validation relies on discovering relations between asked question and answer candidates by mining the documents or a domain text corpus for their co-occurrence tendency[10],[11]. The underlying hypothesis is that the number of these co-occurrences can be considered a significant clue to the validity of the answer.

As a consequence, this information can be effectively used to rank the amount of candidate answers that our QA system is often required to deal with. Also we can exploit domain knowledge and answer patterns to create new answers based on co-occurrence keywords and semantic relation [5].

---

1 Frequently asked questions


A. FILTERING COMPONENT

Candidate answers collection which has been sent by answer extraction feed in filtering component. These candidate collections consist of some snippets which may include the exact answer. By using answer keywords, the system finds co-occurrence words [9] and semantic relations [12] existing in database ontology and moreover related sentences from knowledge domain. By analyzing the candidate answers and using answer type and keywords, some snippets eliminate from the collection. Then the best candidate answers send for ranking.

B. RANKING COMPONENT

This component receives a list of answers which have filtered before. This list consists of the best answer from the system's point of view which is more related to the question. Ranking component classifies the answers and gives priority to them. A priority number is specified to answers by using the number of repeated answer type in the snippets and the distance of answer keywords (considering to threshold). The answer with highest priority is located at the top of the list and this task performs frequently for all answers. After that the data fetch from domain knowledge database, and the answers sent to user to validate.

C. USER VOTING (VALIDATING)

In this step, the answers are shown to user for validation. If the top answer was the exact answer, then system would increase a validation grade in usage knowledge for [q, a] pairs. That answer will submit in database to answer next similar question. Otherwise the other candidates will be shown to user to certify. This process continuous until there aren't any other answers, then the systems asks for additional information from user and will send those information or new question to question processing module.

V. ARCHITECTURE

To increase the reliability and ability of designed QA system and to find correct and exact answer, we use dynamic pattern with semantic relations among words, verbs and keywords and co-occurrence keywords. In question processing module, at first the question is classified regarding linguistic theories and bases of answering questions. Then question's structure and keywords are specified by classification, send to document processing module to retrieve documents which may have proper answer.

In answer processing module, first of all candidate answers which is received from search engine, will be filtered by co-occurrence patterns and ordered based on some analyzing in system. Then the answers send to user to validate the candidates. Finally the system will present the exact answer.

A. SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Designed architecture has these parts, (see fig1):

1- Question interface: In this part user writes his question by an interface. If no proper answer is given, user can write his question in another way.

2- Query Analyzer: In this part question is parsed to its particles such as subject, object, verb, noun, adjective, adverb & etc.

3- Lexicon: This part is used as vocabulary (dictionary) and contains all words that are in related domains. Also the type of word such as subject, object, verb, noun, adjective, adverb & etc is specified in this part.

4- Database Ontology: In this part questions and answers are surveyed semantically. Semantic relation among keywords saved in this database.

5- Domain knowledge: Domain information is saved as database in this part and will submit the user's answer when a web service connects to internet.

6- Question classification: Question classification is one of the important functions of most QA systems. Most researches on this subject are based on regular expression, hand writing grammar rules and other advanced techniques in natural language for question parsing and finding answers. In this part all questions are classified regarding WH question words (such as What, Where, When, Who & etc) or other question words with Yes/No answer.

7- Reformulation: In this part main question (Q) with using rules changes to a question with new format (Q'). In this part question words and punctuation which make no difference in question and answer, are deleted and the root of words will be specified. Then by the words of new question, proper patterns and information are surveyed.

8- Usage Knowledge: one of the most useful ways to find correct related answers is to use a library of the previous questions and answer. If new user's question is similar to a previous submitted question, the answer of the old question will be used as answer of new question. If the new question is different with old questions in database, new question will be sent for other steps. It should be notified, this database is new for answer validation.

9- Candidate Answers Filtering: by this part, candidate answers will be filtered based on answer type and occurrence patterns which were created in system. Also some answers generate dynamically based on domain knowledge and co-occurrence keywords.

10- Candidate Answers Ranking: answers rank based on distance of keywords in snippets, answer type and answer repetition. By using ranking part in our model, answer candidate collection, which be filtered, will be ranked based on their validation value.

11- User Voting: this part of the system plays the human assessment role which checks the correctness of answer and fills the validation grade in usage knowledge for the next validating which will affect on total system timeline.

12- Pattern: this is a database which is used for answer patterns and will be updated with dynamic patterns which created in system.
B. ALGORITHM

As mentioned before for each question that is written by user in natural language, some words of question are used as keywords in answer. These keywords can be used as subject, object, verb, adverb & etc.

Designed Algorithm of this QA system is as follow:
1- User asks question through a query interface. If the question is similar to one of the previous questions which were saved in usage knowledge database, the answer of previous question will be chosen for user's question and the system give the answer. Otherwise next step will be done.

2- Query analyzer pars question as subject, verb, object, adverb & etc. It should be noted that the type of words and synonyms of them (if is existed) were defined dynamically in Lexicon database. If system could not find the word or its type in question, system will announce and user can enter the new word and its type. In this case Lexicon database will be completed and updated.

At last a tree view result will be used in classification part.

In classification part, type of question and after that type of answer will be specified.

3- The question may have a WH question word which its answer is proportionate to that question.

3-1 Asked question doesn’t have any WH question word and just has a modal or auxiliary verb with Yes/No answer.

3-2 User may ask his question with a sentence that has no verb or question word such as: Temperature of Tehran.

4- After finishing these steps, for finding answer the most important part of job, query reformulation based on proportionate pattern, should be done.

5- We suppose that in document processing part, the search engine retrieves the documents in scope of the domain and based on answer patterns and important keywords.

6- Search engine send candidate answers collection to answer processing module. Answer extraction part will extract candidate answers from retrieved documents. Then these candidate answers pass to filtering unit.

7- Based on co-occurrence words and semantic relations existing in database ontology, answer type and keywords which extracting in question processing module, system filter candidate answers collection. Therefore some answers which are not related with the asked question will be eliminated.

Fig. 1 Question answering system architecture
8- The remained answers rank by keywords distance and the frequently rate of answer keywords in snippets. In this case the filtered answers obtain priority and located in an ordered list.

9- The answers with high priority show to user for validation. Then the answers get a validation answer grade and save it in usage knowledge. If the user accepts the suggested answer which system presented as an exact answer, the algorithm will be finished.

10- If not, the algorithm send next set of candidate answers with priority to user from the list. This task performs recursively.

11- Finally if the user doesn’t accept any answer from the candidate list, the system asks for new question and request for additional information from the user and sends them to question processing module. Also update the pattern database to eliminate non efficient patterns.

VI. PROCESS OF MODEL

For increasing efficiency and finding exact answer, system uses data base ontology. This database include co-occurrence words such as rain and umbrella [6] and also semantic words which are near in meaning, such as 'temperature' and 'degree' in weather forecasting domain.

Flexibility of designed system is based on usage knowledge. It means that if the new question is totally or nearly similar to a question which was asked before, system can use the generated answer. Also we use a field named answer validation grade to decrease system’s useful timeline.

If an answer is valid the system automatically adds one number to this grade. Then if user ask repeated question, the answer with highest grade will be select as valid answer.

New asked question is parsed in query analyzer part to its components. Then all of these components check with data in usage knowledge to find the probable similarity with pervious questions. If during checking, the structure of asked question totally is same as data in usage knowledge, certainly the answer of new asked question is same to answer of pervious question. But if some differences find between new asked question and data (such as question word, proposition, adjective, name and adverb) then system uses 'word ontology' to find synonyms of different parsed words to find similarity between new asked and pervious questions. At last if there was any answer for synonyms word in previous question, system uses this answer for the answer of new asked question.

For example during checking, if two words such as 'temperature' in new asked question with 'degree' in pervious questions is different and in 'word ontology' these two words were saved as 'synonyms', also a previous question with 'degree' was asked, then system takes these two questions and the type of their answers, same even if they have different adverbs.

It should be noted that different adverbs in two same questions, have no effect in type of question. This option is important for question words that have more than one type of answer (such as 'what' that its answer type may be 'number', 'title' or "definition").

If the structure of question has totally different, it means no similar question exists in usage knowledge, system uses other defined patterns to finding answer of question.

Suggested model by using co-occurrence technique can increase the validity of the candidate answers and also exploiting from validation value caused the efficiency of system affected. In addition, in final step user can check the validity of answers and select the best validated answer/answers. System will appropriate a validation value for selected answer and store that value in usage knowledge. Likewise, system receives a score between 0-100 from user which shows user satisfactions from system operation. This score will use for evaluation of the system. Because of this measure for evaluation which exploit user viewpoint, the percent of validation is so high.

If there are some words which are co-occurrence in candidate answer sentence, there is strong probability that the answer will be valid. The ontology for the weather events consists of event concepts, which are similar to Synset in WORDNET [15]. For example, rain and umbrella are in same event concept in the domain ontology for weather events, because the questions about using umbrella are usually asking about raining (e.g. Will I need to bring umbrella tomorrow? and Will it be raining tomorrow?)

VII. EVALUATION

The model implemented base on dynamic patterns, syntax and semantic relation among words, co-occurrence keywords, answer validation value, and use previous information (question and answers) that saved in usage knowledge.

Chart No.1 shows type and quantity of questions (such as questions which ask for “quality/status, quantity/amount, location, time/date, person and defined/descriptive questions”).
Reformulation is an important part for understanding the interplay of information retrieval. There are three steps in patterns of reformulation by user: format, contents and source. 

The main goal of rewriting question is asking question in another new format by user in which less time and sources are used for search. Reformulation of questions is one of the most difficult parts in user's domain, even in web that seems learning and using documents is simple. Understanding the behavior of question and designed software for supporting of these behaviors are important problems in this part as the QA systems based on reformulation.

As before noted, this model improve the precision of question answering systems by working on query reformulation and answer validation modules. The model exploit syntax and semantic relation for making dynamic patterns to reformulate asked question and also develop answer validation part by using words co-occurrence techniques and apply user assessments to validate answers. Then system's performance increased.

Finally model use usage knowledge to decline total timeline for answering to question.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

RDQA, working on small document collections and restricted subjects, seems to be a task no less difficult than open-domain QA. Due to candidate scarcity, the precision performance of a RDQA system, and in particular that of its IR module, becomes a problematic issue. It affects seriously the entire success of the system, because if most of the retrieved candidates are incorrect, it is meaningless to apply further techniques of QA to refine the answers. 

The simplest approach to improve the accuracy of a question answering system might be restricting the domain it covered. By restricting the question domain, the size of candidate answer collection becomes smaller.

Reformulation is an important part for understanding the interplay of information retrieval. There are three steps in patterns of reformulation by user: format, contents and source.

The main goal of rewriting question is asking question in another new format by user in which less time and sources are used for search. Reformulation of questions is one of the most difficult parts in user's domain, even in web that seems learning and using documents is simple. Understanding the behavior of question and designed software for supporting of these behaviors are important problems in this part as the QA systems based on reformulation.

One of the important specifications of reformulation component is the ability of being used separately in other QA systems. It is for, not having any relation to a special domain and can be used in open and closed domains.

The designed system considers following step to increase its proficiency:
- Semantic analysis
- Syntax analysis
- Dynamic pattern
- Use the pervious data(usage knowledge)
- Using questions with related subjects,
- Adding a web services as a rich source in domain ontology

In addition the question processing module, the improvement of answer processing module will be complete the question processing task in efficiency of the QA system, because the system must return correct answer. Then by improving the answer processing module the system can able to present exact answers, because it perform on close domain and deal with frequent questions and use validations patterns. Another reason is that the exact answers obtained by filtering candidate answers collection which perform in several steps, therefore the answers select from restricted collection and this makes the algorithm more efficient. This model by using a validation grade is more effective than the other models in total response time. This grade is null at the beginning of the system but by using QA system this field will increase and affect on response access time.

Future researches should consider factors that lead users to reformulate their questions. Also new research should be done to gather more information in various levels of understanding, effectiveness and situations. Methods of gathering multi information such as documents, interviews, reports and etc. should be done. In addition that we must improve the answer processing module by identification new kind of patterns and try to decline the timeline to find the exact answer which is performed here by using validation grade and usage knowledge database.
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